Job opening: Researcher for Theoretical Particle Physics
Title
Number of Job Opening
Inst/Group
Term
Start of the term
Appl. Deadline

Researcher Position (supported by JSPS external grant)
One person
Theory Center, Institute of Particle and Nuclear Studies
3 years (renewed every year after evaluation)
Successful candidate is expected to assume the position
as soon as possible after September 1, 2018.
Open until filled. Processing of application will begin on
July 30, 2018

Job Description
The position is funded by the JSPS grant (PI: Satoshi Iso), and the successful candidate is expected
to contribute to the advancement of the project “Probing Planck scale physics from Higgs and the
early universe based on the principle of mass hierarchy”. The expertise of the candidate is either
string theory, particle physics, or cosmology.
Qualification
Applicant must have a Ph. D. obtained at the time of application, or is sure to get Ph. D. prior to
starting the job at KEK.
Method of Selection
Generally, selection is made based on the documents submitted. After July 30, 2018, the selection
process will be started based on received applications, and will be closed once a successful
candidate has been selected.
Salary
About 280,000 -330,000 JPY/month, May vary according to the experiences etc..
Commutation and Housing allowance are paid.
Please submit
1) Curriculum vitae
Please write the possible date you would be able to start the job. Please also write your birth
date as well.
2) Research experiences
3) Research plan
4) Publication List and main papers (within 3)
5) Recommendation or reference letter(s)
Your application documents will not be returned to you.
Notes on Application
Please send the above documents in PDF format to iso@post.kek.jp
with the title “PD (Kiban A)” in the subject.
* The web accepts only pdf files.
For more information: please contact
Prof. Satoshi Iso
e-mail: iso@post.kek.jp
TEL: 81-29-864-5392
Others
KEK is promoting gender equality. In accordance with the intent of “Basic Act for Gender
Equal Society”, when the finalists for a position comprise both males and females whose
qualifications and merit, including experiences, education, research achievements and social
contributions, have been deemed equal, preference will be given to the female candidate.

